We give your dream of fluency a voice!

Virtual Language Practice Founder:
What if foreign languages could be practiced in a virtual
environment without traveling to a foreign country or
without spending a lot of money? This is the question
Fluency Fix’s founder posed when she couldn't find
anyone to practice Japanese with in her hometown of
Brampton, Ontario.
This simple wish, to give language learners the daily
speaking practice that they so desperately need, has now
become a reality with Fluency Fix. The curriculum for
each language includes 365 interactive, on-demand
conversation practice sessions with a native speaker.
Every session also includes a quick mini-lesson to make
sure that you really understand the conversation.
Improving at a foreign language without regular speaking
practice is impossible and now with Fluency Fix, the "I
don't have anyone to practice with" excuse is gone
forever.

Why is Fluency Fix different?

We let you speak. With every other online foreign language training program, you're watching someone else talk. You're
watching an instructor speak. You’re clicking on pictures. You're watching a video with your mouth closed the entire time. You're
doing listen and repeat exercises that take place outside of a back and forth conversation setting. You're taking a quiz. You're
typing answers. At Fluency Fix, we believe that fluency happens when your mouth is open, moving and having a conversation.
So, after your mini-lessons, we give you a chance to talk and practice as much as you want. What else make us different? Due to
our commitment to access to education, all 65 of the beginner lessons in each language are free!

365 conversations for every stage of
your language learning journey
Business

Intermediate

Beginner
Our beginner curriculum
includes 65 beginner and
travel conversations
covering introducing
yourself, shopping, asking
for directions, numbers and
more.

This intensive conversation
workout covers 200
conversations from 20
grammar categories.
Language learners will
have the opportunity to
practice ten conversations
per grammar category.

Our business conversations
cover a wide variety of
business topics including
customer service, banking,
sales, insurance, loyalty
programs and most
importantly, the job
interview!

Want to start a conversation with us about Fluency Fix?

Members of the media can reach out to us about:
 An interview
 Questions about a news story
 Company Information not found on the website
 Anything else that’s on your mind

Email:
media@fluency365.com

Fluency Fix is a product of Virtual Language Practice.
Visit our newsroom at news.fluencyfix.com

